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The paper gives (a) an integral formula for eigenfunctions of invariant 
differential operators on the homogeneous space O(p, q)/O(p, q - 1) and (b) a 
direct integral decomposition of its Le-space under the regular representation 
of O(P, d. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The real hyperbolic spaces O(p, q)/O(p, q - 1) are examples of semisimple 
symmetric spaces. This is a rather extensive class of homogeneous spaces of 
semisimple real Lie groups, which includes (non-Euclidean) Riemannian sym- 
metric spaces and semisimple real Lie groups themse1ves.l Even though the 
real hyperbolic spaces are very special cases, it seems (and this is what I offer 
by way of motivation) that they are in many ways representative of semisimple 
symmetric spaces in general. Thus, many concepts from analysis on Riemannian 
symmetric spaces and on semisimple real Lie groups, such as principal series, 
intertwining operators, Eisenstein integrals, or spherical functions, have natural 
analogs with immediate geometric interpretations. 
But leaving motivation aside, the content of the following pages can be 
described like this: the homogeneous space O(p, q)/O(p, q - 1) may be realized 
as the hypersurface X = {x E Rp+Q ( --xi2 - ... - xD2 + A$+~ + ... + x”,+, = l} 
under the natural (left) action of the group G = 0( p, q) of linear transformations 
of RP+Q which leave the bilinear form (x, y) = x,y, - .*. - x,y, + 
xD+ryP+r + ... + x,+Qy,, invariant. This bilinear form turns X into a 
pseudo-Riemannian manifold, on which G acts by isometries. (The metric 
on X is definite only if p = 0 or q = 1. I shall always assume that p, q > 1.) 
The corresponding regular representation p of G on L2(X) (defined by 
p( g)f(x) = f( g-lx)) is therefore unitary. 
It is the business of L2-harmonic analysis on X to decompose L2(X) as 
a direct integral of irreducibles, i.e., to find a family {HW ( w E J22) of unitary, 
1 The complete list can be found in [2]. 
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irreducible representations of G, and a measure m on the index set s2, so that 
L2(X) cz s, H, Mm) (unitary G-isomorphism), 
where jn H, dm(u) consists of all suitably “measurable,” square integrable 
eIements of the direct product no H, . 
To construct such a family of representations one can introduce the asymptotic 
cone c” = (5 E Rp+Q 1 (5, 5) = 0, 6 # 01. G acts transitively on 8, and since 
this action commutes with the action of the multiplicative reals Rx by scalars, 
the space of functions on S which transform according to a fixed character of 
Rx is invariant under the regular representation of G on S. So, for E = 0, 1 
and v EC, define 
L:,,(s) = If : E-+ C 1 (a)f(c&) = I (Y I-p+” signc(cu)f(O, 
for all a! E R*, and (b) 1 
Y 
]~(JJ)]~ 4~ < 001, 
where p = a(p + 4 - 2) and Y={y~Rp+qIy~*+...i-y~2=1= 
yR1 + ... + yk,,} z S-l x S-r. The parameterization is chosen so that 
the representation 7~~~” of G on I&(g) is unitary for imaginary 1’. More impor- 
tantly, TV.” is irreducible unless p + v is an integer [Theorem 21. 
The direct integral decomposition of L2(X) is as follows [Theorems 10, 11, 
and 131: 
where C(E, V) is a certain meromorphic function of v without zeros or poles in 
r = iR,,, (see Appendix A); Lz,,(Z)O . IS essentially a unitary, irreducible quotient 
of L&(3); the sum is over all E = 0,l and v > 0 for which p + u is a positive 
integer and E = p + v - 4 mod 2. (rf Q = 1, L,“,,(S)O = 0, and the sum can be 
omitted.) Explicitly, every f in a dense subspace of L*(x) can be written as 
+zres lc(~,~)-~J‘, 1(x, YP-Y skn% Y) dL(r) dy), 
where the sum is over the residues in the right half-plane of the meromorphic 
function of Y in parentheses. These residues occur at the values of v and E 
described above. 
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For v E r, ~JJ~,” E LfJE) is unique and given by 
(Pa,&!) = jx I&, tWofY skw(x, Of(x) dx. 
This direct integral decomposition of L2(X) can be identified with the spectral 
decomposition of the Laplace operator A, on X, and this is the way in which 
it will be proven. 
The basic tools for the proof are K-finite functions, i.e., functions whose 
transforms by elements of the compact subgroup K = O(p) x O(q) of G 
span a finite-dimensional vector space. These functions play a fundamental 
role throughout, a phenomenon which can be easily understood from general 
facts of representation theory (see [3], 3.6, 3.17, for example). 
For K-finite eigenfunctions of A, one has an integral formula, analogous to 
the formulas for the generalized spherical functions on Riemannian symmetric 
spaces and on semisimple Lie groups [8, 10,211: if p + v is not an integer, then 
every K-finite distribution f on X satisfying 
A,f = (-p’ + v”)f 
is actually an analytic function and can be represented in the form 
(*) 
f(x) = 1 I 1(x, YP-~ sign% Y)R(Y) 4, E y 
for unique K-finite functions yE on Y satisfying qE( -y) = (- 1)’ cp,( y). These 
K-finite functions f are dense in the spaces of all distributions, C” functions, 
or analytic functions satisfying (*) [Theorem 61. 
If v > 0 and p + v is an integer, then -p2 + v2 lies in the discrete spectrum 
of A, (unless q = 1, in which case the discrete spectrum is empty), and every 
K-finite, square integrable eigenfunction f of A, with eigenvalue -p2 + v2 
can be represented in the form 
f(x) = res ]c(c, v)-’ 1 I(X, Y)I-~+ sign+, Y) P(Y) d.1 I 
where E = p + v - q mod 2 and q~ is some (nonunique) K-finite function on Y. 
(These functions have analogous regularity and density properties 
[Theorem lo].) 
Incidentally, one should note that the above formulas can be regarded as a 
generalization of Poisson’s integral formula for harmonic functions on the unit 
disc in terms of their boundary values. In fact, if p = 2 and q = 1, X essentially 
“is” the unit disc. The K-finite functions q~ on Y play the role of boundary 
values off in an asymptotic sense (see Lemmas 4 and 7). 
The asymptotics of K-finite eigenfunctions of A, also determines the 
Plancherel measure (i.e., C(E, v)), in analogy with Riemannian symmetric spaces 
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and semisimple Lie groups [8, 9, 191. The geometric basis for this phenomenon 
(and indeed also for the appearance of the representations L:,,(E) in L2(X)) is 
the asymptotic relation between X and 9. This may at first seem an accident, 
depending on the simultaneous embedding of X and E in Rp+q, but is actually 
an intrinsic relation between the actions of G on X and E, which holds for all 
semisimple symmetric spaces and their (appropriately defined) “asymptoic 
cones.” 
The distinguished role which d, plays in the analysis on X can be understood 
by noting that every G-invariant differential operator on X is a polynomial 
in d, . This follows from the fact that every (O(p, 4 - 1) invariant polynomial 
is a polynomial in --xl2 - . .. - xg2 + x”,+r + . .. + x”,+q-, (as in [lo, 
Chap. X, 2.101). 
I would like to emphasize that the methods and results of this paper are 
certainly not all new. A Plancherel formula for O(p, q)/O( p, Q - 1) has been 
proven by Gelfand, Graev, and Viler&in [7], Vilenkin [20], Molcanov [ lJ7, 
Shintani [17], and Faraut [4] for special values of p and 4; by Limit, Niederle, 
and Raczka [14], and Strichartz [18] in general. Strichartz’s description of the 
continuous spectrum is in fact exactly the same as the one in this paper (except 
for a minor error in his computation of the Plancherel measure); his description 
of the discrete spectrum is formally different from (but can be shown to be 
equivalent to) the one given here. His methods, however, are different in an 
essential way: they rely heavily on the embedding of O(p, &O(p, Q - 1) in 
Rr+Q. For the methods used here this embedding is not essential : everything 
can be interpreted solely in terms of the symmetric space structure of 
O(p, 4)/O@, 4 - l), as one can see from [16]. 
The technique for analyzing the series (rEay} of representations of G employed 
in Section 2 is well known. It originates with Bargmann [l] and has been used 
by Vilenkin [20, X.2.31, and by Strichartz [18] to prove the irreducibility 
criterion “p + v $ Z”. More details about the decomposition of the reducible 
r<,,‘s are mentioned (without proof) by Molcanov [15]. 
The integral formulas for the K-finite eigenfunctions of the invariant differ- 
ential operators on 0( p, Q)/O( p, 4 - 1) I b e 1 ieve to be new. The formula related 
to the continuous spectrum (Theorem 6) is the exact analog to a recent result of 
Helgason on K-finite eignefunctions on Riemannian symmetric spaces [12] (and 
in fact a special case thereof if Q = 1). The formula related to the discrete 
spectrum, on the other hand, is the analog to the Knapp-Wallach intertwining 
operators between the principal series and the discrete series of a semisimple 
Lie group [13] (and a special case thereof if p = q = 2 and 0(2,2)/0(2, 1) is 
identified with SL(2, R)). Formulas for the O(p, q - 1)-invariant eigendistri- 
butions on O(p, q)/O(p, q - 1) can be found in [5, 15, 171. 
I believe that the methods of this paper are capable of some generalizations, 
at least to the case of semisimple symmetric spaces of rank one. I hope to return 
to this question elsewhere. 
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2. A SERIES OF REPRESENTATIONS 
LEMMA 1. The bilinear form ( , 1; on L:,+(E) x L,,-,(Z) defined &y 
CT+ 3 94 = jy V+(Y) V-(Y) 3 
is G-invariant: 
Proof. G acts on Y through the identification Y = E/R&:,, : g E G sends 
y~Ytogcy~Y,definedby 
.a’ = 4gY)g *Y 
with a(gy) E R&,:,, . For the measure dy on Y one has the transformation rule 
jy ~(g * Y) ~(m>-‘” dr = jy I dr. 
So if CJJ+ EL:,*“(E), then 
jy v+(gY) dgJr) 4 = jy q+(g * Y) dg *d a(gy)-2P dy 
COROLLARY. (a) The representations L:,“(E), nc,” and L:,-Y(E), rev-v are 
contragredient. 
(b) The representation L:,,(E), rr,,,, is unitary for imaginary Y. 
Reducibility questions concerning these representations can be handled by 
analyzing the corresponding derived representations of the Lie-algebra g of 
G on the K-finite functions. (This method goes back to Bargmann [l]; see also 
[15, 18, 201). One starts with the observation that restriction to Y is a K-iso- 
morphism of L:,+(E) onto L,2( Y) = {IJI E L2(Y) 1 v(-y) = (- I)’ v(y)}. So, 
as a representation of K, 
-qq Lx c HWL7l > (Hilbert space sum), 
nt+n=fmodz 
where Hmsn is the space spanned by the products of spherical harmonics of 
degree m on .!+-I with those of degree n on S-l. As is well known, the Hm*n’~ are 
irreducible, pairwise inequivalent representations of K. 
The algebraic sum x:m+n-Cm,& Hmsn can be identified with the space of 
K-finite functions in L&(E) and is stable under the representation of g obtained 
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from n,,, by derivation (and also denoted nC,“). Now one notes that a subspace 
OfE m+n-Em,,ds Hm*n is g-stable as soon as it is stable under f (the Lie-algebra 
of K) and a single element X of g not in I. This follows from the fact that f 
acts irreducibly on g/f by the quotient of the adjoint representation. Such 
an element X of g is defined b! 
Xe, = ep+Q , 
Se,,, = e, , 
Xei = ei , for if l,p+q, 
(ei} the standard basis of Rp+*. 
Let qm*” be a nonzero element of Hmvn which is fixed by the subgroup 
(gO(p - 1) x O(q - 1)) of K that stabilizes the point e, t- e,,, of Y.* 
Using explicit formulas for qFsn one computes ([18, 201) that, for p, q > 1, 
%“(W vrnsn = u*g*l 04m + HP - 2)) 
+ zl(n + &(q - 2)) - v + l)(const) ~~l+~*n+“, 
where const denotes some lzonzero constants. If p > 1, but q = 1 
T,“(x)P-n = .E1 u(m + $( p - 2) - v + &)(const)P)m+“*n+u, 
where the parameter m can be reduced mod 2; if p = 1, but q > 1 
~&%m~n = “z,, w(n + *(q - 2) - v + $)(const)~,m+~*n+v; 
this time with 11 reduced mod 2. 
Because of the irreducibility and pairwise inequivalence of the representations 
of K on the Hmsn’s, one sees from the above formulas that for p, q > 1 the 
smallest K-stable subspace containing V,,,(X) Htn*” is 
c {Hm+u.n+o I 11, v = +1, u(m + &(p - 2)) + v(n + 9(q - 2)) - v + 1 # 0, 
m + n E E mod2). 
Now u(m + $( p- - 2)) + w(n + ;(q - 2)) - v + 1 = urn + &(u - l)( p - 2) + 
$(a - l)(q - 2) - (-p + v) cannot vanish unless -p + v is an integer. So 
if -p + v is not an integer, then the K-finite subspace of L:,,(E) is K, g- 
irreducible, being the smallest subspace containing H”*” for arbitrary H”*” # 0. 
On the other hand, if -p + v is an integer, then, for any pair (u, w), u, v = &l, 
satisfying 
-p+v-•E+ $(u- l)p+ &(n- 1)q mod 2 (1) 
* Such a p;“.” is unique up to scalar multiples. 
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the algebraic sum 
C {~m-n 1 u(m + $( p - 2)) + v(n + h(q - 2)) < Y, m + n = E mod 2) 
is K, g-stable. For if 
i.e., 
u(m + HP - 2)) + v(n + a(4 - 2)) < v, 
um + i!(u - l)(p - 2) + 2~72 + $(v - l)(q - 2) d -p + V, (2) 
then (1) shows that (2) holds also with m replaced by m + u’ and n by n + v’, 
unless u = u’ and v = v’ and one has equality in (2) in the first place. Finally, 
the G-stable subspaces of L&(E) are precisely the closures of the K, g-stable 
subspaces of the K-fin&es (by [3, 3.17]).” 
Treating the cases p > 1, q = 1, and p = 1, q > 1, similarly one gets 
THEOREM 2. L,” JE) is irreducible unless -p + v is an integer. 
If -p + v is an integer, and (a) p, q > 1, then for any pair (u, v), u, v = f 1, 
sutisf$ng 
-p+v=~+~(~-l)p+~(v-1)qmod2 
the closure of 
c {Hmsn I u(m + $( p - 2)) + v(n + Hq + 2)) < v, m + n = E mod 21 
is a G-stable subspace of L:,+(E), and every G-stable subspace is an intersection of 
some of these; 
if (b)p > 1, but q = 1, thenfor any u = *l the closure of 
{H”*” I u(m + $(p - 2)) < v,mfn=~mod2,m=O,l} 
is G-stable, and every nontriviul G-stubk subspuce coincides with one of these; 
if (c) p = 1, but q > 1, every nontrivial G-stable subspuce coincides with the 
closure of 
{H”*” 1 v(n + (q - 2)) < V, m + n = E mod 2, n = 0) 
for some v = fl. 
Of course, not all of these G-stable subspaces are nontrivial (i.e., nonzero 
and proper). To get a clearer picture of the situation one can represent H”,” 
by the point (m, n) in the plane. For p, q 3 1 a G-stable subspace of L&(S) 
3 K-stability is needed because G is not connected. 
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then corresponds to the points (m, n) with 0 < m, n E Z and m + n z E mod 2 
which lie in the intersection of some of the four half-planes described by the 
inequalities 
3. K-FINITE EIGENFUNCTIONS 
Introduce “spherical coordinates” on X: 
(I,co) x Y+X, % y * X(% Y), 
x(a, y) = &(a - a-‘) y’ + &(a + a-‘) yn, 
if y = y’ + y”, withy’ E 9-l C R p+q and y” E S-r C Rp+q (in the obvious way). 
This map is evidently analytically invertible on its image X’ = {x E X / 
Xl2 + .‘. + xp2 # 0). 
For the G-invariant measure dx on X (derived from the pseudo-Riemannian 
metric) one has the integration formula 
(3) 
where 
e(a) = (&I! - a-‘p-y&x - ay-1, 
and dor is the Haar measure on Rx (da = dt, if CL = et). 
The formula for the Laplace operator on X4 in spherical coordinates reads 
dx = (a $)” + ((P - 1) ,” _+ ;I: 
+ (+(a - a-‘))-” As,-1 - (+(a + a-‘))-” ASa- , (4) 
where Asp-l and Asp-1 are the Laplacians on S-1 and on S-r. 
To every function f: X + C associate the function w = V,J, : (I, CXJ) --f Cr 
(= the space of all function C + Y) by the rule 
If fE E(X) (th e s p ace of complex-valued Cm functions on X), then v takes on 
values in E(Y). Thinking of ASP-l and A,-1 as linear transformations of E(Y), 
* Actually the negative of the usual Laplace operator. 
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the right-hand side of (4) d fi e nes a differential operator D on E(Y)-valued 
functions on (1, co), and formally the eigenvalue equation 
A,f = hf> fZX-+C (5) 
becomes 
Dv = hv, v: (1, co) + E(Y). (6) 
Difficulties arising from the infinite dimensionality of E(Y) can be avoided 
as follows: if a subspace V of E(Y) is Asp-l , A,,-l-stable then D can be 
restricted to V-valued functions on (1, 00). In particular, if f is a K-finite 
function on X, then the corresponding z’ takes on values in a finite-dimensional 
K-stable subspace I; of E(Y), which is necessarily Asp-1, ASP-‘-stable. (I 
shall call such a function f K-finite of type V.) Because of the density properties 
of K-finites, this essentially reduces the p.d.e. (5) to the o.d.e. (6) on vector- 
valued functions. (In fact, by working with simultaneous eigenspaces of Ass-1 
and Asq-, , one could even restrict oneself to scalar-valued functions in (6). 
But this does not result in any essential simplifications and fails in more general 
situations, where the operators corresponding to Asp--l and Asp-1 do not com- 
mute.) 
Of course, one could also introduce K-finite distributions on X to analyze (5). 
This, however, is superfluous: 
LEMMA 3. (a) Erqv K-finite distribution f on X satisfying 
Axf = hf 
for some X EC is an analytic function. 
(b) The space of all K-finite anal_ytic functions of type V satisfying 
Axf = J!f 
for some (jixed) X E C has dimension <dim(V). 
Proof. (a) As remarked earlier, every G-invariant differential operator 
on X is a polynomial in A, . Hence an eigendistribution of A, is actually an 
eigendistribution of all G-invariant differential operators on X. The assertion 
now follows from the regularity theorem for K-finite eigndistributions on semi- 
simple Lie groups [3, 3.141, applied to the “pull-back” off to G. (If x0 is a fixed 
point in X, H its stabilizer in G, there is a map, f + f O, between compactly 
supported Ca functions, D(G) -+ D(X), defined by 
f O(gxo) = J;f (gh) dh; 
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a distributionfon X can be “pulled back” to G by the dual map, D’(X) + D’(G), 
between distribution spaces.) 
(b) By assumption, w = v, : (1, co) + V is analytic at 01 = 1. Changing 
variables by (Y = e*, we can therefore write 
v(t) = f t*v, ) %E v, (7) 
?I=0 
convergent in a neighborhood of zero. This power series must be a formal 
solution of (6); substitution into (6) gives recurrence relations of the form 
n-1 
(n2 + (p - 2)n + ds.-‘)% = c %P, , 
WI=0 
for certain a, E Endc( V), and the first nonzero w,, , say unO , satisfies 
(n,2 + (p - 2)% + ~sP-l)%o = 0, 
and hence is an eigenvector of LI,,-~ with eigenvalue -(no2 + (p - 2) no). Given 
such a wnO , (8) determines vu, , 71 > no , uniquely until we reach an n, > no so 
that -(n12 + (p - 2) nl) is another eigenvalue of A,,-1 on V. In particular, 
if p - 2 >, 0 and -(no2 + (p - 2) no) is the least eigenvalue of this form, then 
given any eigenvector wnO there is a unique formal solution (7) for which 
the first nonzero v, is v,,~ .
If n, is the next integer >n, for which -(n12 + (p - 2) n,) is another eigen- 
value of dSgml on V, and w,~ a corresponding eigenvector, then (8) determines 
the solutions (7) starting with tnlvnl + ... at least mod solutions beloning to no . 
Continuing this type of argument we find that the dimension of the space of 
formal solutions (7) is the sum of the dimensions of the eigenspaces of dSPml 
in V for which the corresponding eigenvalues have the form -(n2 + (p - 2) n) 
for some 1z = 0, 1,2... (Actually-as is well known--all eigenvalues of ASP-’ 
are of this type, and the solution space of (5) has dimension = dim(V), as will 
be seen later on.) 
If p = 1, this argument fails. In fact, in that case (6) is regular at 01 = 1, 
hence the solution space has dimension 2 dim (V). But only “half” of them 
correspond to solutions of (5): if p = 1, then E(Y) s E(S-1) x E(SQ-l), 
and if v = (vl , v2): (1, co) -+ E(Y) corresponds to a function f on X, then the 
relation f(x(a-1, y’ + y”) = ~(x(LY, -y’ + y”)) shows that ~~(01-1) = ~~(a). 
Much more precise information is available concerning the behavior of 
solutions of (6) at the other endpoint, a = 00. (The reason is, of course, the 
simple asymptotics of d, : d, N (ar(d/d~r))~ + 2p(a(d/&)), as 014 co). 
LEMMA 4. (a) If v $ N, then for any K-Jinite 9 E E(Y) there is a unique 
K-Jinite @“v E E(X’) such that 
~,@“cp = (-P” + v2) @“p, 
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and 
@“P)W YN = ~-“+“b’(Y) + Ob, % Y)), 
where OL ++ O(v, LX, y) z’s analytic at (Y = co and O(CJJ, co, y) = 0. 
ovp, depends meromorphically on v mith at most simple poles for v E N. 
(b) If v $ Z, then every K-finite junction j E E(X’) satisfying 
d,f = (-9” + v”) f
can be written as 
j = @&J+ @4P- 
joy unique K-j;nite q~ E E(Y). 
The proof is a standard argument from the theory of the regular singular 
point. Briefly, one tries a formal soution of (6) of the form 
z(tY) = a? f a-%, , 00 # 0, (9) 
n-0 
with (T E C and o, E 1,’ C E(Y) to be determined. Substitution into (6) gives 
((n - CT)’ - 2p(n - CT) - h)o, = - ,,;,I, MP - 1) + (-l)r(4 - l))(s - 4 
r>1,s>o 
+ (- 1)2+14r(d,,-, + &l)>w, ; (10) 
for n = 0, one must have u2 + 2~0. + h = 0, w. # 0 arbitrary. So CT = -p & v 
if h = -p2 + 3. Taking u = -p + v (10) shows that v2,,+, = 0 and deter- 
mines vzn , n > 0, uniquely in terms of et, as long as 4n(n - v) # 0. 
So if v $ N, there is a unique formal solution (9) for any given no # 0 with 
u = -p + v. Estimates, similar to those in [l 11, show that for fixed Y $ N (9) 
converges to a proper solution; and for fixed (Y, the series (9) of rational functions 
v - V,(V) converges uniformly on compact subsets of C - N. Reformulating 
tcis<n terms of the corresponding solutions of (5) on x’ gives (a). 
As for (b), one only has to note that for v $Z, the map p+ , q- F+ oi,p+ + 
@+F- is an injection of V x V into the solution space of (5) on x’ (or, equiv- 
alently, of (6) on (1, co)), hence an isomorphism, by dimensionality. 
Remark. It is clear from the proof that K-finite can be replaced by Cm or 
by analytic in (a), but not in (b). 
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4. THE INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
By an intertwining operator between two representations of G I mean a G-map 
defined on a dense G-invariant subspace. For the representations rrcsV this sub- 
space will consist of all Cm functions in J!&(E). Thus, set 
Restriction to Y is a linear isomorphism E,,,(E) + EC(Y) = (‘p E E(Y) 1 p’( -y) = 
(- 1)’ p(y)). One can therefore think of the representation s,,, of G on E&5) 
as a representation on EE( Y), which is cometimes more convenient. 
Defme a map 
FE.,&) =Iy 1(x, Y)P sign% Y)4~) dr. 
The integral converges (at least) for Re(p + V) < 1 and admits an intepretation 
by analytic continuation in Y, as long as Y is not a positive integer = E + 1 mod 2. 
More precisely: 
LEMMA 5. (a) If q > 1, FC,Y depends meromorphically on v with simple 
poles for p + v E N and -E + 1 mod 2; ;f q = 1, Fe,” is entire in v. 
(b) F,,@) - JW? is a G-map: FE.v~c&) v = kM’,,vcp. 
(4 FOY any ‘P E %v(~)9 ~xF,,,vJ = C-P’ + v~)F~,JP. 
Proof. (a) It suffices to show that for fixed x0 E X the distribution 
1(x0 ,y)l-n+ signE(x, , y) on Y has the required meromorphic dependence on v. 
If q = 1, this is clear because in this case (x, y) # 0 for all x E X and y E Y. 
If q > 1, then (x,, , y) = 0 for some y E Y, but the differential of y w (x0 , y) 
does not vanish at such a point. So in a neighborhood of a point y0 E Y for which 
(xc, , yo) = 0, th ere is a coordinate system containing the function y H (x0, y). 
This reduces the question to the behavior of the distributions ] x I--8+ signc(x) 
on R in a neighborhood of x = 0, which is well known [6]. 
(b) follows for Re(p + v) < 0 from Lemma 1 applied to r,~+ = v, 
v-(.$ = I(+, , &D-V signc(xO , 5). It holds for all v for which F,,, is defined by 
analyticity. 
(c) is proved for Re(p + v) < 0 by differentiating under the integral 
sign and therefore holds for all v by analyticity. 
The following result is now immediate: 
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THEOREM 6. Iffp + v is not an integer, then every K-Jinite distribution f on 
X satisfying 
A,f = (-9 + v”)f (11) 
is an analytic function and can be represented in the form 
f(x) = C 1 1(x, UP-” sign% Y) R(Y) 4 
6 y 
(12) 
for unique K-finite v)E E E,(Y). 
These K-finite functionsf are dense in the spaces of all distributions, Cm functions, 
OY analytic functions on X which satisfy (11). 
Proof. The regularity of the K-finite distributions satisfying (11) is a restate- 
ment of Lemma 3 (a); their density properties a consequence of the general 
theorem quoted earlier. To see that formula (12) gives all of them, one only has 
to note that F,,, must be injective if p + v .$Z (b ecause of the irreducibility of 
7rCE,“), so that the assertion follows from Lemma 3 (b) by comparing dimensions. 
Remark. In the statement of this theorem one can evidently replace v by 
-V without affecting the eigenvalue -p2 + 9. The reason for this will become 
clear later on (Lemma 8 (a)). 
COROLLARY. For h EC, Zet E,,JX) = {f E E(X) j A,f = Af and (f(-x) = 
(-l)‘f}. If X = -p2 + v* and p + v is not an integer, then E,*JX) is irreducible 
under the regular representation of G, and FE,*” is an intertwining operator between 
J%P) and Ux). 
It follows that for p + v E Z there must be an intertwining operator between 
the (irreducible) representations rC,” and nE,--Y , namely, F;ltF,.-, , where F;rt 
denotes the inverse of FE,” on its image in EcJX). A formula for this intertwining 
operator can be extracted from the asymptotics of functions in E,,,,(X) as follows: 
Thinking of FE,, as a map E,(Y) - E(X) one sees from Lemma 4 (b) that it 
must be possible to express F,,, in terms of the restrictions @c.*V : E<(Y) + E(X’) 
of @*, to E,(Y). More precisely: 
LEMMA I. There are linear maps 
C& v): E,(Y) - E,(Y), 
depending meromorphically on v, so that 
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C*(E, V) intertwines 7rc,” with 7r’r,;tv ; infact, C+(E, V) = C(E, V) I is a scalar: 
c(q v) = 2s~+%r@ Q) 1, 
rtf + 4 x I 
if q is odd, 
Irttan(!&f + v + c)), if q is even, 
and 
C-(E, 4 V(Y) = J KY, ~‘)l--“-~ si@(y, Y’) P(Y)’ dy’. 
Y 
(These equations are, of course, identities between meromorphic functions of Y, 
valid for a particular Y provided all terms involved are de$ned.) 
Proof. The existance of C+(E, V) follows from Lemma 4 (b), because F,,” sends 
K-finites to K-finites. The intertwining property is a consequence of the 
asymptotic relation between X and 3: from the definition 
+, Y) = B(a - cd-‘) y’ + &(a + cc’) y” 
one gets 
and therefore 
&4% Y) - @!fY 
for all g E G. Write gy = ol(gy) g * y with ar(gy) E R& and g * y E Y, as in the 
proof of Lemma 1. Then 
hence 
P(% Y) - x@ * 4gY)t g * Yh 
~G”d&% Y)) - C.“?w~ * dgY)9 g * YN* 
Thus 
in view of the formula 
T*&) v = +-4P*“?e-1 * Y) 
for the representation v;,& realized on E,(Y). 
580/3013-12 
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On the other hand, 
If nc,, is irreducible, C+(E, v) (if defined) must be scalar, by Schur’s lemma, 
hence a scalar whenever defined, by meromorphicity. Its value is computed 
in Appendix A (showing again that C+(E, V) is a scalar). 
The computation of C-( E, v 1s ) ’ t rivial: one only has to note that (x(01, y), r’) N 
(Y . (y, y’) as CL ---f 00 and that one can take the limit under the integral sign 
for Re(p + V) < 0 in using the formula 
valid for Re(v) < 0. 
The intertwining operators satisfy the following identities, which will be 
needed later on: 
LEMMA 8. (a) FJ-(E, -v) = F,&‘+(E, v). 
(b) C+(E, v) C+(E, -v) = C(E, v) C(E, -v)I = C-(E, v) C&, -u). 
(c) C*(E, u)” = C+(E, u) (explained below). 
(4 G(E, 4 = G(E, c). 
Proof. Since C+(E, V) is a scalar one gets from Lemma 7 that 
F,*,C-(% -4 - FE.-“c+(% 4 
= @&-“(C-(E, u) C-(5 3) - C+(c, u) C+(E, -u)). (13) 
Because of its asymptotic behavior, the right-hand side (if applied to any 
v E EJY)) is square integrable at OL = co for Re(v) > 0. The left-hand side is 
square integrable (even Cm) at OL = 1. Being equal, these expressions are square 
integrable over all of X if Re(v) > 0. 
On the other hand, they are eigenfunctions of d, with eigenvalue -p2 + v2. 
Since d, is self-adjoint (see Lemma 9) it can have no nonzero, square integrable 
eigenfunction unless the eigenvalue is real. This shows that (13) vanishes for 
Re(v) > 0, Im(v) # 0, hence, vanishes identically, by analyticity. This proves 
(a) and (b). 
(c) has to be interpreted as follows: the transpose of C*(E, v): E,(Y) --t E,(Y) 
is a map between distribution spaces: C*(E, ~)t: E:(Y) -+ E:(Y). (c) asserts that 
the restriction of C*(E, v)” to E,(Y) C E:(Y) coincides with C+(E, v). For C+(E, V) 
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this is trivial; for C-(E, V) it follows from the symmetry of the kernel 
NY, y’)P+” SignTy, Y’)- 
(d) follows from z = F,,, and oEsY = @E,.s  
‘Remark. (a) explains why one can replace v by -v in Theorem 6. 
5. THE SPECTRUM 
The Laplacian A, , considered as an operator on the space of distributions 
on X, D’(X), can be restricted to a self-adjoint operator on L*(X) (also denoted 
by Ax) in a natural way: 
LEMMA 9. A, is a self-adjoint operator on L*(X) with domain 
Dom(Ax) = {f~ D’(X) 1 f~ L*(X) and A,~E L*(X)). 
Proof. One has to check that Dom(A,) = Dam(@), which consists of all 
f EL*(X) for which one can find f * EL*(X) so that (f, A,g) = (f *, g) for all 
g E Dom(A,). 
Dom(A$) C Dom(A,) is clear: if fg Dom(Af), the correspondingf* satisfies 
(f,Axg) = (f*,g) in P ar KU ar t' 1 f or all g E D(X); so f * and A,f coincide 
as distributions. 
Conversely, suppose f E Dom(A,) and let f * be the element in L2(X) which 
coincides with A,f as a distribution. Choose a sequence {F~} in D(G) so that, 
for h ELM, {vn * h} converges to h. (vn * h(x) = sG v%(g) h(g-lx) dg.) 
Because of the G-invariance of A, , A,(v, *f) = vn * A,f for all 71. So if 
g E Dam(X), i.e., g, A,g E L2(X), then 
bn * ft AA = (A&n *f), g) 
= (R, *AA g) 
= h *f*v g)- 
Since the left-hand side converges to (f, A,g), while the right-hand side con- 
verges to (f *, g), (f, A& = (f *, g). So f * E D-(4). 
Remark. The lemma and its proof hold for any formally self-adjoint, 
invariant differential operator A, on a homogeneous space X. 
As a self-adjoint operator on L*(X), A, has a spectral decomposition: 
A, = 
s 
m X dE(X). 
--co 
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The projection-valued spectral measure dE can be expressed in terms of the 
resolvent R(h) = (d, - h)-l by the well-known formula 
I 
A2 
d&h) = ;;I+ & f’ (Z?(h - ip) - R(h + ip)) dk (14) 
A1 A1 
In order to determine R(h) it suffices to find its restriction to the K-finite 
functions in D(X). So let I’ be a finite dimensional, K-stable subspace of E(Y). 
The space L”(X), of K-finite functions of type I/’ in L2(X) is closed, d,-stable, 
and the restriction of d, is a self-adjoint operator on L2(X), . Spherical coor- 
dinates on X give a unitary isomorphism of La(X), onto L2(Z, V), where 
Z = (1, 00) with measure 6(a) d a. as in (3). The self-adjoint operator onL2(Z, I’) 
corresponding to A, is an extension of the differential operator D on compactly 
supported V-valued C” functions on I. The maps oEeY and F,,, correspond to 
maps h andf,,, of Z into Endc( V,) (V, = V n Z$( Y)). It follows from Lemma 4 
that for Re(v) > 0, Y $2, every C” solution of 
&J = (-p’ + v”) et (15) 
which is square integrable at cr = co is of the form ~(a) = Cc P)E,-~((z) wF, for 
some V~ E V, ; and from Theorem 6 it follows that every Cm solution of (15) 
which corresponds to a Cm solution of (11) is of the form W(U) = Ccfe,+(or) w, 
for some o, E I’, , provided p + v # Z. An extension of the formula for the resol- 
vent of a second-order, ordinary differential operator in terms of eigenfunctions 
square integrable at the endpoints and their Wronskian (see Appendix B) shows 
that for Re(v) > 0 the resolvent (D + p2 - v2)-r of D on L2(Z, V) is an integral 
operator with kernel 
K,:Z x Z+Endc(V) 
given by 
(2-2+/ * C(E, v) is the “Wronskian” of fE,” and pe,” ; the transpose qua of 
IJI E Endc(V) is defined by J’r (9) . w = Jr u * (@).) 
The spectral measure is determined by the singularities in the resolvent as 
a function of the eigenvalue according to (14); and from (16) one sees that there 
are two kinds of such singularities: one consists of all h in (-co, -p*), due to 
the singularity of v as a function of X = -p2 + Vz; the other one consists of the 
poles of the resolvent, which lie in [-p2, oo), due to the poles of K, . 
I start by analyzing the second kind. According to (14), the spectral projections 
at these eigenvalues are the residues of R(X). By (16) these residues correspond 
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to integral operators on Ls(I, v) whose kernels are the residues of 2vk,, at the 
poles in [0, co); now, 
res(2-2p+1vk,(q , a2)l = C resW, v)-‘fJ4 P)L(~~)~ (17) 
E 
if q < c1a , and 
res{2-2P+1v~,(~l , a211 = 1 res{ck, 4-l ~)~,-d4fEf,&42)) 
c 
(18) 
But the kernel of the spectral projection is an analytic function on I x 1, 
as one sees by its expansion C,, D((YJ @ V(CC.J in terms of an orthonormal basis 
{v} of eigenfunctions. So (17) and (18) must coincide and hold for all CL, 01~ E I. 
Moreover, P)E,+ has no poles with Re(v) > 0; neither has C(E, v)-lfC,” if 
q = 1. But if q > 1, then C(E, ~)--~f~,~ has simple poles for v > 0, p + v E N 
and GE + q mod 2. In fact, if q is odd then (according to Lemma 7) C(E, v)-’ is 
analytic and never vanishing for Re(v) > 0, so the poles coincide with those 
0ffc.v 9 and these occur when p + v E N, -E + 1 mod 2; if q is even, then the 
poles of C(E, ~)-lf~,~ in Re(v) > 0 coincide with those of cot(&(p + v + l ))fCsV , 
and these occur when p + v E N, =E mod 2, the poles in fC,” being cancelled 
by the zeros in cot( &(p + v + l )). Thus (17) can be rewritten as 
res{2-2p+1vk(~1 , 4) = rest+, ~)-~f&-~)l9~4.-~(~~) 
= ~)&4 r&, ~)-lff.d~~>>, 
where p + v E N, =C + q mod 2, v > 0. Rephrasing this in terms of La(X), 
shows that on K-finite functions in D(X) the spectral projections of A, are 
res{c(e, v)-~F~,~}@~,-~ = Qc,-, res{c(a, v)-‘Ff,,} 
with v as above. Therefore: 
THEOREM 10. If q = 1, A, has no discrete spectrum. If q > 1, the discrete 
spectrum consists of the e&nvalues h = -p2 + 3, p + v EN, v > 0. The 
corresponding K-finite et&nfunctions in L2(X) are precisely the functions f of the 
f arm 
f@) = res 6 vY Jr I@, Y)P’ siw(x, Y) V(Y) 4, (19 
where E = p + v - q mod 2 and p is a K-jkitefunction on Y. 
These K-finite e&nfunctiom are analytic functions on X and are dense in the 
spaces of all mea.~~k, c”, or analytic square integrable eigenfunctions with this 
etgenvalue. 
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It is not difficult to get a more explicit formula for res(c(E, v)-lFE,J. In fact, 
one sees from the preceding discussion of the singularities of C(E, v)-‘F,,, that 
its residue at v,, is a nonzero multiple of the value of the entire function 
r(+(p + v + E + l))YFc,, at v = vn . If p+v,=n~N, n=e+qmod2, 
and if 4 > 1 is even, this is a nonzero multiple of F,,,, which exists in this case; 
if Q > 1 is odd, one finds (using formulas (23) and (24) of [6]) that 
r(-hb -I v + E + I))-‘FE,,&) Iy=yo = const I 8(+l)[(x, y)] y(y) do), Y 
with W-r)[(x., y)] interpreted as in 111.1.5 of [6]. (This interpretation is valid 
because, for fixed x E X, the function y t-+ (x, y) has no critical points y on Y 
for which (x, y) = 0.) 
The v in (19) is not uniquely determined by f because res{c(E, v)-‘F,,,} has 
a nontrivial kernel (null space): 
LEMMA 11. If p + v,, E N, -E + q mod 2, v, > 0, then the Kernel of 
res,,,O{c(E, v)-1 F,,,} is the G-stable subspace of EG,,(-O) described by (see Theorem 2) 
-Cm + +2(P - 2)) + (n + t(9 - 2)) < % 
ifp,q > 1, andby 
@ + Hq - 2)) < vn 
ifp = 1, q > 1. 
Proof. resy,&(~, v) Fc.J is a nonzero multiple of the value of sin( +r(p + v + 
E - l))F,,,atv = v,. Using the formula for the Fourier transform of the distri- 
bution ( x Is-l signs(x) on R ([6], p. 173): 
I 
m 
eiry 1 x Is-l signc(x) dx = 2(- l)E+l(i). r(s) sin( &r(s - 1 + l )) 1 y ]--8 signf(y) 
-* 
one computes formally: 
sin(h(p + v + E - 1)) F,&4 
zz sin(+dp + v + E - 1) f I@, yPy sign’(x, Y> V(Y) dr 
= (2(-1)‘+1(+ r(p + v))-irjl I, e~(~*~)t 1 t 1 p+v--l sign’(t) v(y) dy dt 
= (2(- l>.+l(i)E T(p + v))-’ fRgo, 1 ei(s~~)aap+v~(y) dy dol, (20) 
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if v E EJ Y) and dol = dt/t as before. The last integral can be written as 
(21) 
where d( = & dct dj is the (up to scalar multiples unique) G-invariant measure 
on 6, and v is (uniquely) extended to a function in E,.,(E) via I = 
1 cf I-O+” sign(a) v(y). 
Now (21) can be interpreted as the Fourier transform (with respect to the 
bilinear form ( , )) of the distribution p’( [) df on Rp+a supported on 8, and the 
above computation shows that on the open subset R& . X = (x E Rp+g 1 
(x, x) > 0} this Fourier transform coincides with a multiple (nonzero for v = v,,) 
of the unique function which is homogeneous of degree -p - v and restricts 
to sin($rr(p + v + E - 1)) FEsYy on X. Thus resVZVO{c(e, v)-lF,,,y~} vanishes if, 
and only if, the support of the F.T. of ~(6) d( does not intersect X. 
:uppose v(y) = I’ $‘(y”) if y = y’ + y” with y’ E P-l and y” E ,9--l, 
v’ E E(SP-l), and v” E E(S*-l). Then (20) gives 
where const denotes a nonzero finite number (depending on v,,) and x = x’ + X” 
with x’ E RP C RP+g and xs E Rq C R p+q. In particular, if x’ = 0, the last integral 
simplifies to 
Furthermore, if 9’ and $’ are spherical harmonics of degree m and n, respectively, 
then 
I s’-’ rp’(Y) dY = 0, 
unless m = 0 
and 
= s ei'z.Y'v"(y) y(y)o+v,-n-o dy, (Y(Y) = I Y I), R” 
which is the F.T. of the distribution ~p+*o-~-Qq~” on RQ, i.e., the convolution 
of the F.T.‘s of YD+~o-~-Q and of p”. 
The F.T. of #’ ’ 1s supported at the origin; and so is the F.T. of Y~+~o-+Q if 
p + vt, - n - Q EZ, 20. So in that case the F.T. of P+~o-~-Q~” is also sup- 
ported at the origin. 
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Conclusion: if x,, E X and xi = 0 (e.g., x0 = eD+3, then resy,3{c(E, v)-~F~,~} x 
cp(xo) = 0 when q E Hms” with m > 0, or when ‘p E HOsn with p + ~rs - n - 
Q Z 0. In particular res,=,,{c(e, Y)-‘F~,~} I = 0 if v lies in the sum of those 
H”*“‘s for which 0 < p $- v,, + m - n - Q = (m + +(p - 2)) - (n + 
H4 - 2)) + v. - 1, i.e., -Cm+ N~-2))+(n+ 9(4-22))<vo.Ifp,q>0, 
the closure of this sum in E,(Y) is m,,VO-stable, and (by continuity) 
re+{c(E, v)-‘F~,~} I = 0 for v in this r6.+-stable subspace of E,(Y). If 
$J = 1, 4 > 1, then res,,VO{c(E, v)-‘F~,~} I vanishes for ‘p in the rE,VO-stable 
subspace described by (n + $(q - 2)) < v,, ; for if 
0 G--b+ $(q--2)) +vo- a =p+v,-n+q+ 1 
and 
Pf”o- q=erm+n mod 2 
with m E 0, then actually 
wp+vo---n+q. 
Now if ‘p lies in such a rc v ‘0 -stable subspace, then also, for all g E G, 
and therefore res,, Jc(P, v)-’ F6,“} 9 = 0, identically. 
So the kernel of res,,Jc(e, v)-’ FE,“} contains the G-stable subspace of E,,,O(E) 
described in the lemma. But since this is a maximal proper G-stable subspace, 
it must coincide with the kernel. Moreover, because of this maximality, the 
quotient space of E,,,(B) by the kernel of res,,,&(r, v)-’ F,;,} is irreducible under 
G. Therefore: 
THEOREM 12. The eigenspaces of A, in L2(X) are irreducible under G. For 
p + v EN, =E + q mod 2, v > 0, res{c(e, v)-1 FF,Y) induces an intertwining 
operator between an irreducible quotient of L:,,(S) and the eigenspace LA2(X) 
corresponding to the eigenwalue X = -p2 + v2; res{c(E, ~)-il$~} extends to an 
zntertwining operator between L,,(X) an d an irreducibk subspace of L,,-,(S). 
The last statement is an immediate consequence of the preceding one together 
with the Corollary to Lemma 1. For domains of these intertwining operators 
one can take the Cm functions in the appropriate spaces. It should be noted that 
these intertwining operators are not unitary with respect to the Hilbert space 
structure of Lz,+&E), which is not G-invariant. (A G-invariant inner product 
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on the quotient of E#) can be constructed using a “regularization” of the 
intertwining operator C-(E, u).) 
This finishes the analysis of the discrete spectrum. 
To determine the spectral measure on the continuous spectrum (-cc, -p2) 
I again use formulas (14) and (16). In this case one finds that, under the iso- 
morphism L2(X), E L2(1, V), the spectral projection j; &?(A), -cc < A1 < 
A, < -p2, restricted to L2(X), corresponds to the integral operator on L2(1, V) 
whose kernel is 
,“y+ T&- I”’ (L+u - k”+J 2v dv = & I”* (k-, - k,) 2v dv, -t “1 “1 
the integral being along the positive imaginary axis from vr to vz where 
A, = -p2 + VL2. 
If aI < CQ , then 
2-2p+1vMal , FJ = 1 de, 4-l Lh) d--YW 
= ; 4% v.L”W 4% -v)-‘fE.-“(%) 
- c 4% VL.“(~l) 4% -4-’ C-(5 -4 d,“W 
By Lemma 8 (a) the last sum is 
; 4% -v)-lfE.-“(al) d,“WJ 
which is -2vkJq , arJ. So 
2-20+1v(L(al ,4 - k.(a~ ,012)) = -C (4~~ v) 4~ -~))-‘~.v(al)ff,--Y(~2) (22) 
e 
for a1 < a2 , and, similarly, 
2-2’+Vk-“(a1 ‘4 - kbJ 4) = -C Me, 4 46 -v))-1~,-Y(al)ff.y(a2) (23) 
for a1 > as. But by Lemma 8 (a) and (b), (22) and (23) are the same and there- 
fore hold for all a1 , % E I. 
Reformulating this in terms of P(X), one finds that on K-finite functions in 
F(X) the spectral projection 
I Ar dE(h) = & f’ Fe,” 0e.e” 1 2-‘c(c, v)I-’ dv “2 
1 z- 
I 
“lF,,-” 0 F:,” 1 2-‘~(6, v)I-” dv. 
27n’ “2 (24) 
(Note that for imaginary v, C(E, V) . c(e, -v) = 1 C(E, v)/” because Fy) = C(E, ?).) 
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Let&*(X) be the sum of the eigenspaces of d, inLZ(X) and write 
L2(X) = Ld2(X) + L?(X) 
as an orthogonal sum, which is clearly G-stable. The spectral decomposition of 
LC2(X) can be concisely described as the direct integral 
cq t 27ri L:,,(B) / 23(E, v)I-2 dv. r 
This direct integral consists of all measurable, square integrable elements of 
the direct product n L:,,(E), E = 0, 1, v E r = iR,,, , in the following sense: 
an element v E n,!,:,,(E) is a function v: l , v it P)~,” on the index set (0, l} x r 
so that vC,” EL:,+(Z); identifying L&(E) withL,2(Y) for all Y, the integral in (25) 
corresponding to a given E is simply the L2-space of LE2( Y)-valued functions on r 
with measure (2ri)-l 1 ~-Pc(E, V) /-2 dv. With this terminology: J 
THEOREM 13. There is a unitary G-isomorphism 
F : L:(X) + 4 & jrL:J3) ! 2-%(E, v)\-’ dv 
defined by 
with inverse 
FfLv = Firvf 
F-lps = 1 -!- j F,,,cp,,, I 2-“4, a+-” dv. 
~ 2ai r 
Strictly speaking, these formulas hold first for f E D(X) and vC,” E E,,,(9) 
and must then be extended to the L2-spaces by continuity. 
As for the proof, (24) shows that F-l o F (F-l defined by (24) coincides with 
f--c HE(X), which is the projection onto Lc2(X). So F is a unitary isomorphism 
onto its image with the inverse is given by (24). 
It remains to be shown that F is surjective. From 
it follows that 
F:,-Jxf = t-p” + v’)ft f E DGO 
and therefore 
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where F, is the component of F corresponding to E, and h = -ps + 9 is the 
eigenvalue as a function of V. Hence 
Fdddx)f = d4 Kf 
for every bounded, measurable function g on (-co, -p2). It follows that the 
image of F is invariant under multiplication by bounded measurable functions 
on the index set (0, l} x r. Because of general properties of direct integrals, 
this implies that the image of F is itself a direct integral of a measurable family 
of subspaces of the L&(S)‘s. But, by irreducibility, the image of D(X) under 
Ft 61-Y is dense in L,.,(8) for all w E l-‘. So this family of subspaces must coincide 
with all of the L,,,(Z)‘s. 
Together with Theorem 10, this theorem shows that every K-finite functionf 
in D(ri) can be written as 
f(x) = ; & J-, 1 1(x9 r>P’-’ $W(y) p)&) dy I 2-“~(6, v)/-* dv 
+ c res C(E, v)-’ I@, YP-” sign% Y> Y&(Y) dy 
.z =1)+“-* s 
y 
D+vEN.v>O 
for K-finite pC,V E Es,JS). For v E r, v)E,Y is uniquely determined by f and given 
bY 
P)&? = Ix I@, W+’ si@(x, 0 dx. 
These formulas are precisely the ones given in the introduction, except that 
some inessential constant factors (29 had been omitted for simplicity. 
APPENDIX A. COMPUTATION OF C(E,V) 
For Re(e) > 0, C(E, v) is characterized by the asymptotic relation 
Fwd.6 Y)) - (Y-~+~c(E, v) q(y), as LY - co, 
for any 9 E EE(Y). F or the computation of F,,,v introduce coordinates on 
Y+ = {y e Y 1 yl + yD+n > 0) as follows: 
R”-l x RQ-l+ Y+, u, w * Y(U, q 
y(u, w) = a(u, er)-I(1 - u2 + oa,224,2v, 1 + 23 - 73), 
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where a(U, W) = ((1 - u2 + w2)2 + (2u)2)‘/2 = ((2w)2 + (I t 22 - w2)2)1/2, 
U’ = 111 i*, and w2 = ] z’ 12. Setting y,, = e, + e,,+* one computes 
FE.d4aj ~~1) = 2 ly+ IMa, Y~L YP” sign%+, ~~1, Y) V(Y) 4 
= a- o+v22e+l 
s s 
1 1 + u2 - ~~pl-~-v sigrF( 1 + us - u2) 
pn-I p-1 
x a(a-lu, a-%)-~-tv p(y(a-4, a-‘w)) du dw. (A.11 
Disregarding convergence questions and formally taking limits under the integral 
sign, (Al) becomes 
‘pboP2p+1 * I J ) 1 + u2 - ZP I+-+ sigV(l + d - w2) du dw. (A.2) Bv-1 @a-l 
So if p, q > 1 one finds 
c(c, v) = vol(SP-2) vol(Sq-2)22p+’ 
ot m 
X 
ss I 1+ s2 
- t2 I--P-Y sign’(l + ~2 _ t”) s~-2f1--2 ds dt 
0 0 
= vol(SP-2) vol(SQ-2)22p-l 
f 
oa (1 + x)-(~-l)12--vx(~-3)/2 & 
X 
s 
O” ( 1 - y l--p+ signc(l - y)y(Q-3)/2 dy 
0 
(x = 3, y = P/(1 + 3)). 
Now 
4r (1 + +~-1)12-v~(p-3)/2 dx = ;;;; 1 :‘:f(;; 
and 
1 1 - y I--l)+ sigrf(l - y)y(+3)/* dy 
= (1 - y)-P-vycq-3)'z dy + (-- 1)' im (y _ l)-o-vy(q-s,/2 dy 
= Q!dq - 1)) w - f - 4 
l-(1 - HP - 1) - 4 
+ (-1) T(b(p - 1) + 4 q1 - P - 4 . 
q1 - &? - 1)) (A-3) 
Since v01(S~-~) = 2#-l/r(&(n - 1)) and T(z) r(l - x) = r/sin(rrz), one finds 
T(v) 
c(e, v) = 22p++ & + p) 
sin(n(&(p - 1) + v)) + (-1)’ sin(+(q - 1)) 
W-4 + 4) 
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i.e. 
C(E, v) = 22~+17p(r(v)/r(p + v)) 
if q is odd, and 
C(E, v) = -&p+%F r(v) -=+(P + 4) + (- 1) 
F(P + 4 sinb(f + 4) 
= *2*p+%P gyv, tMi+ + v + 4 
if q is even. If p = 1 or q = 1 one gets the same formulas, as one can verify by 
another coputation. 
Of course, all of these coputations are purely formal; in fact, the integral 
in (A2) diverges for all v. To see that they are nevertheless valid one can proceed 
as follows: choose for IJI a function such that &v(u, v)) = vi(u) p)a(e)) with 
q~r E D(Rpl) and v2 E D(R*-1). The integral in (Al) converges for 
Re(p + v) < 0 and, proceeding as above, can be transformed into 
const 
s 
om (1 + 4-(P-W-V x(~-3)/3fj~(x) dx 
X 
s 
m 1 1 - y I--l)-” sign’(1 - y) y(+3)/2f2a(y) dy, 
0 
where the fi” E D(R) converge to constants as OL + co in the topology of E(R). 
The first integral is obviously an entire function of v, and if Re(v) is large, one 
can take the limit under the integral sign. The second integral can be analytically 
continued to a meromorphic function of v by regularization at y = 1 (see [6], 
for example, for a discussion of regularization). If Re(v) is large, one can again 
take the limit under the integral sign, provided the resultant (divergent) integral 
is also interpreted by regularization and evaluated by breaking it up into two 
parts, each of which converges for suitable v, as in (A3). 
Using the fact that, for real X, 1 tan&r + ix)1 = 1 if n = I, 3 mod(4) one 
finds that fm purely imaginary v 
1 C(E, v)I = 22e+%P 1 gyp) / 
’ 
1, if either p or q is odd, 
I W-b?T(p + v + W if p and q are both even. 
This agrees with the formulas given by Strichartz [18], except when p, q and 
p = $(p + q - 2) are all even. (The discrepancy is due to an error in Strichartz’s 
computations, which occurs in what is being left unsaid between the bottom of 
p. 372 and the beginning of p. 373 in [18].) 
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APPENDIX B. THE GREEN’S FUNCTION OF A STURM-LIOWILLE OPERATOR 
Let V be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with inner product ( , ), I an 
interval in R (finite or infinite), and 
g: I --f End,(V) 
a C” function satisfying g(t)* = g(t) f or all t ~1. Define a differential operator 
r on V-valued functions on I by 
TV = VW + gv, v:I--+ v. 
T is formally self-adjoint, i.e., 
I tp (TU, v) - (24, TV) = [u, v] 1:: I fl 
where 
[u, v] = (u’, v) - (24, v’), 
a scalar-valued function on I. It follows that this function is constant if u and w 
are C2 functions satisfying ru = Au and TV = xv for some X EC. 
Suppose T is a self-adjoint operator on L2(1, V) (the Lesbesgue U-space of 
V-valued functions on I), obtained from r by imposing some boundary condi- 
tions. It is well known that the resolvent (T - A)-l of T is an integral operator 
whose kernel k, is called the Green’s function of T: for h in the resolvent set 
of T there is a map 
so that 
k,:I x I+Endc(V) 
(T-A)v=u 
with u in the domain of T, if, and only if, 
v(f) = J; k,(f, s) u(s) as. 
The Green’s function has the following properties: 
(a) K, is continuous; it is Cm in each variable except on,the diagonal. 
(b) For any x E V, the function t ++ K,+(t, s) x satisfies &(t, s) x = 
ti,(t, s) x for all t # s, is inL2(1, V), and satisfies the boundary conditions. 
(c) k,(t, s)* = Kx(s, t) for all t # s and for all h in the resolvent set. 
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(d) For all x E V and for all Cm functions o: I -+ V, 
[h(t, 4x, $>I cl2: = (3, +)). 
((d) is clearly equivalent to the “jump equations” 
k*(t, s) I::‘; = 0, $ k*(t, s) 1:r;z; = e.) 
Now suppose we have Cw maps fni: I -+ Endc( V), i = 1,2, h E C, so that 
every Cm solution of TV = he, which is square integrable at the left-hand end- 
point (resp. at the right-hand endpoint) and satisfies the boundary conditions 
at this endpoint is of the form t I-+ fA1(t) x (resp. t H fA2(t) x  for a unique x E V. 
Then, by (b) and (c) k, must be of the form 
fAV) a+(4 fxv)*, 
WY s, = I fA2(t) a-(h) fxl(t)*, 
if t < s, 
if t>s (A-1) 
for appropriate u*(X) in Endc( V) satisfying u+(A)* = u-(X). 
Fory,,y,in V, definerxI-+ Vby 
VW = fxV) Yl + f?(t) Y2 - 
Substituting this w into (d) and using (Bl) gives 
[h2(t) a-0) fxV) * x - JN) a+@) fx”(4 *x9 fx’P) Yl + h20) r21 It-s 
= CT fx’(4 Yl + fi”(4 Y2b W 
Define elements ai, E Endc( V) by 
tadA) Grv Y) = [XYt) x,f,?(t>YJt 
which is independent of t E I. Then (B2) shows that 
or 
a,,(4 6vfxYP - 44 a+(4fx2(4* = fxw*, 
a220) e9fx’(4* - %2@) a’(4 fxv)* = fi”@) *
hWa2d4 44 - 4 * = fx2t4(d4 a+(W) *,
fx2w12(~> a+@) + 4* = fx’W*2(4 ev)*. 
(B3) 
Now a function o: I + V which can be written as w(s) = fn’(s) x =X”(s) y 
for some x, y E V lies in the domain of T and satisfies TV = Av, hence vanishes 
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if X is in the resolvent set of T. So (B3) vanishes for all h in the resolvent set of T, 
hence 
44 44 = e, %(q a’(A) = 0, 
u,,(h) u+(A) = -e, %,(q u-(X) = 0, 
for all h in the resolvent set of T. In particular, for u*(h) one has the formulas: 
k-(4-% Y> = LfA2(t>X, fx’P)Yl, 
(~+(4-‘~, Y> = - [fn’W f~‘(~)Yl 
(B4) 
for all x, y E V’. (Of course, one needs only one of these formulas, since 
u+(h)* = u-(X).) 
To apply these formulas to the operator D of Section 3 one first has to make 
the transformation w w Wso (8 as in (3)) and change variables by setting o! = et 
to transform D into an operator T as above. So, if X = -p2 + 9 and Re(v) > 0, 
write V = zE V, (direct sum) and set 
Thesef,i’s satisfy the above hypotheses, and for x E V, , y E V,* , 
VAW, fA2WYl = 44 l(E ~r,.“W~ WA4Y) 
- (f...W~, a $,**-&)Y)1 
N - 2-W”(((-p + u) C(E, u) lr~f”X, a-@y) 
- (C(E, u) a-~+%, (-p - I’)y)} 
= - 2+%(4, u&c, y). 
Since the left-hand side is independent of t, this asymptotic relation is an identity, 
and (B4) gives 
u+(h) = C (2-*pc1~c(~, u))-leG ,
.z 
u-(h) = u+(x) = u+(X), 
where e, is the projection of V = CE V, onto I’, . 
In view of (B2), the Green’s function of D is indeed given by (16). 
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